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1. WELCOME TO IICS 
1.1. HISTORY AND ACCREDITATIONS
Founded in 1911, IICS is a private, non-pro�t, coeducational Early Years through Grade 12 school serving Istanbul's 
international community. Students whose educational and physical needs can be met will be admitted. 

The school is fully authorized to o�er all three International Baccalaureate programs in English and is accredited by 
the Council of International Schools (CIS) and the New England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC). Over 
95% of graduates attend post-secondary education. The school is also a member of Central and Eastern European 
Schools Association (CEESA) and Education Collaborative for International School (ECIS).

The Board of Directors oversees the long-term educational and �nancial health of the school. As the school is a 
guest institution in Turkey, the Board of Directors a�rms that in its education policies and teaching practices, 
there will be nothing contrary to the interests of national security, to the activities of the Turkish Nation or to its 
national values.

The number of students has increased from 50 in 1950 to its present student body of over 500 children in Early 
Years through 12th Grade. The students represent approximately 65 nationalities with the USA, Germany, Korea 
and England currently representing the largest nationality groups.  

Many of our students have lived as expatriates in other countries and have attended other international schools 
before coming to IICS.

1.2. MISSION STATEMENT
Through its challenging curriculum and strong sta�-student relationships, IICS provides a caring environment that 
inspires each student to excel and to be inquisitive, creative, compassionate, balanced and internationally-minded.  

1.3.  PHILOSOPHY
We believe that:

• The three IB programs are challenging to all learners, and we believe in the importance of the IB Learner 
Pro�le (inquirers, risk-takers, thinkers, communicators, principled, open-minded, caring, knowledgeable, 
balanced, re�ective); 

• Healthy relationships and e�ective communication between all members of the community, especially 
between students and teachers, are the key to school success; 

• IICS provides a caring environment where everyone involved with the school, including parents, the Board 
of Directors, sta�, and students, has an important role in making the school a community of learners; 

• Students learn best when they are happy at school and actively involved in their own learning;
• Learning is personal as each student is unique in his or her interests, aptitudes, and learning styles; 
• The needs of each individual ought to be met so that each student has opportunities to excel;
• Internationally-minded people are those who strive to learn about the values and beliefs of their own 

culture so that they can better understand those found in their host country and elsewhere in the world; 
and that

• Internationally-minded people are world citizens who seek out commonalities and also appreciate 
di�erences between cultures so that they can bridge cultural divides and help create a more peaceful 
world. 
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1.4.  OBJECTIVES
Guided by our mission, the Istanbul International Community School shall exert every e�ort to: 

• Maintain a challenging academic program through the use of the IB Evaluation process, together with 
  CIS/NEASC Accreditation, to facilitate regular reviews of teaching, learning, assessment and the, 
  e�ectiveness of the school's professional development program;
• Provide and foster opportunities for members of the school community to remain well-informed and 

involved in all appropriate aspects of school life; 
• Ensure an environment where everyone is welcome, cared for, and successful;
• Provide and ensure that students participate in a balance of academic, creative, and physical activities 

within and beyond the classroom;
• Ensure that students have explored theoretical and practical issues of local and worldwide signi�cance 

from multiple perspectives and actively consider other people's viewpoints;
• Ensure that students are provided opportunities to apply their learning and innovative thinking by taking 

action;
• Maintain a comprehensive admissions process to ensure compatibility between students' needs and the 

learner expectations of the IB programs; and
• Develop a highly e�ective university counseling program to assist each student in gaining entrance into 

his or her preferred post-secondary educational institution. 

1.5. INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE’S MISSION STATEMENT
As IICS is a full IB school, the IB’s mission statement and Learner Pro�le are important for families to know:

The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable, and caring young people who 
help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect. To this end, 
the organization works with schools, governments, and international organizations to develop challenging 
programs of international education and rigorous assessment. These programs encourage students across the 
world to become active, compassionate, and lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their 
di�erences, can also be right.

1.6. IB LEARNER PROFILE
Using the IB Curriculum, IICS prepares students to be:
INQUIRERS - We nurture our curiosity, developing skills for inquiry and research. We know how to learn 
independently and with others. We learn with enthusiasm and sustain our love of learning throughout life.
KNOWLEDGEABLE - We develop and use conceptual understanding, exploring knowledge across a range of 
disciplines. We engage with issues and ideas that have local and global signi�cance.
THINKERS - We use critical and creative thinking skills to analyze and take responsible action on complex 
problems. We exercise initiative in making reasoned, ethical decisions.
COMMUNICATORS - We express ourselves condently and creatively in more than one language and in many 
ways. We collaborate e�ectively, listening carefully to the perspectives of other individuals and groups.
PRINCIPLED - We act with integrity and honesty, with a strong sense of fairness and justice, and with respect for 
the dignity and rights of people everywhere. We take responsibility for our actions and their consequences.
OPEN-MINDED - We critically appreciate our own cultures and personal histories, as well as the values and 
traditions of others. We seek and evaluate a range of points of view, and we are willing to grow from the 
experience.
CARING - We show empathy, compassion, and respect. We have a commitment to service, and we act to make a 
positive di�erence in the lives of others and in the world around us.
RISK-TAKERS - We approach uncertainty with forethought and determination; We work independently and 
cooperatively to explore new ideas and innovative strategies. We are resourceful and resilient in the face of 
challenges and change.
BALANCED - We understand the importance of balancing di�erent aspects of our lives--intellectual, physical, and 
emotional--to achieve well-being for ourselves and others. We recognize our interdependence with other people 
and with the world in which we live.
REFLECTIVE - We thoughtfully consider the world and our own ideas and experience. We work to understand our 
strengths and weaknesses in order to support our learning and personal development.
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1.7. FACULTY
Our teaching sta� are quali�ed and experienced professionals typically represented by more than 15 nations 
and averaging over 16 years experience with more than 60% holding master's degrees or higher. Several IICS 
sta� members are IB trainers for the Primary and Middle Years Programs, or examiners/workshop leaders for 
the Diploma Program. This a�ords the school a unique position of in�uence and reputation in international 
education.
 

2. LOGISTICS
2.1. SCHOOL CONTACT INFORMATION
The business, admissions and administrative o�ces are located on the ground �oor along the hallway to the left 
of the main entrance at the Marmara campus.  

Hisar Campus         : +90 212 287 2772
Marmara Campus : +90 212 857 8264 

2.2. SCHOOL HOURS 
HISAR CAMPUS
Monday - Tuesday - Thursday - Friday   08:30-15:30
Wednesday (early release day)    08:30-13:30

MARMARA CAMPUS
Monday - Tuesday - Thursday - Friday   08:30-15:00
Wednesday (early release day)    08:30-14:30
Wednesday is the early release day at IICS. All students at the Marmara Campus are released at 14:30 and teachers 
meet until 16:30.
 
2.3. EMERGENCY CLOSING 
If an emergency should arise during the school day, such as heavy snowfall, the students may be dismissed early.  
The school will follow instructions given by parents at registration as to whether to send them home on the bus 
or not. 

Please note that if there is no school due to bad weather or other emergency, the Primary Principal contacts the 
Homeroom Teachers, who later informs the parents through Seesaw.

Emergency school closure days will not be added to the end of the academic year.  The IICS teachers will ensure 
that meaningful learning takes place on these days. 

It is the policy of IICS that on any school day that is declared to be an emergency closure day because it is unsafe 
to travel:

• meaningful learning activities will be set online for students to complete at home;
• these online activities will be accessible by, and appropriate for, all students;
• these activities will be directly related to current learning and classroom work; and 
• these activities will be followed up and assessed by teachers when students return to school.

If you would like further information on this system, please contact the Primary Principal, Rob Grantham,  
primary@iics.k12.tr

The school’s intranet is our main tool to assist with the continued expectations of learning on EMERGENCY 
CLOSURES.  To ensure that we are providing e�ective opportunities for learning to continue during emergency 
closures, teachers will prepare activities for all students and make them available online.  We recognize the 
fact that the students in Early Years to Grade 2 would require parental assistance to complete the activities. 
We understand that this may not always be possible. The activities, therefore, are of a generic nature and are 
suggestions rather than requirements for the students for Early Years to Grade 2.
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For the students of Grades 3 to Grade 6, there is a clear expectation that these activities be completed on the 
emergency closure days. Learning activities will be based on the grade level of the student and the lessons they 
were to attend during the emergency closures. Parents and students will be able to view the class schedule for 
the day and �nd activities for the lessons of that day both from the classroom teacher and the single subject 
teacher(s). The students are required to complete and submit the required learning activities for that day or days 
when they return to school.

Teachers will be available for email contact during emergency closures between the hours of 09.00 to 15.00.  They 
will be able to assist you with any of the tasks set for that day.

Details for accessing online lessons will be provided to students and parents.

2.4. FIRE & EARTHQUAKE PROCEDURES
Fire and earthquake procedures have been developed for each classroom. Each room has a framed set of 
instructions explaining what students must do in case of �re or earthquake. Fire and earthquake drills are held at 
least twice a year. The school uses a revised version of the Emergency Procedures manual for Overseas Schools 
for emergency preparedness. You can see information related to Health & Safety on this section of our website:  
www.iics.k12.tr/student-life/health-safety 

2.5. DISMISSAL PROCEDURES
The school day ends at 15:00 for Marmara, 15:30 for Hisar. Children who will be collected by private drivers 
should be picked up promptly from the garden (at Hisar), or upper car park in Marmara. Children should not be 
allowed to stay and play in the car park area as it is potentially dangerous. Any alternative to the normal home 
time arrangement must be made by a written notice to the class teacher and should be very speci�c as to the 
new arrangement. A verbal message sent with the child will not be accepted; however, in an emergency, a 
telephone call by the parent to the teacher will be permitted. On Wednesday, school ends at 13:30 at Hisar and 
14:30 at Marmara. Children should be picked up at the dismissal area.  

Should a parent be unavoidably delayed in a case of an emergency, the school o�ce should be noti�ed so that 
the situation can be explained to the waiting child.  If children are left late, they will be taken to the o�ce.
Please ensure your children know your telephone contact details as an extra precaution. 

2.6. TRANSPORTATION
Students come to school either by school bus or by car (parent or driver). School buses serve many parts of 
Istanbul. 

2.6.1.SAFETY IN TRANSIT
For transportation to and from both campuses, IICS coordinates the services of 15, 27, and 50-passenger buses. 
These larger vehicles are designed for the highway and meet international safety standards. All buses have seat 
belts and supervisors, and cameras.

The school buses (and their drivers) are privately contracted by parents. The school coordinates and supervises the 
buses for the convenience of IICS families, but IICS bears no liability. Upon admission or re-enrollment, parents may 
sign up for bus services through the transportation coordinator in the school o�ce. Parents are billed by the bus 
company (in TL) for this service.

2.6.2.   BUS REGULATIONS
In recent years, over 80% of our students have used the bus services contracted through the IICS Business O�ce. 
The buses do not belong to IICS and the bus drivers are not IICS sta� members. The bus driver has 
absolute authority on the bus. For safety reasons, the bus driver must devote his full attention to his job without 
any distractions from students on the bus. This means limited food or beverages, no loud talking or music, no 
moving about, etc. 
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Every registered student rider and his/her parents/guardian must read and sign the bus regulations each year. 
Students who have not registered for bus services may not ride the bus. Students who are disruptive on the 
bus will be reported by the bus monitor to the Primary Principal.  Depending on the severity and/or frequency 
of incidents, consequences may range from a warning or parent conference to suspension of privileges, and 
may result in the student being removed from the bus for the remainder of the year without refund. Students 
arranging to ride another bus as a guest are reminded that this is a privilege that can be revoked on account 
of bad behavior. 

3. ACADEMIC GUIDELINES
3.1. PYP OVERVIEW
The curriculum in the is based on and authorized by the International Baccalaureate's Primary Years Program. 
The Primary Years Program (PYP) is an international curriculum framework designed for all children between the 
ages of 3 and 12 years. The program focuses on the total growth of the developing child, a�ecting hearts as well 
as minds and addressing social, physical, emotional, and cultural needs in addition to academic welfare. 

The PYP combines the best research and practice from a range of national systems with a wealth of knowledge 
and experience from international schools to create a relevant and engaging educational program.  

The PYP o�ers a comprehensive, inquiry-based approach to teaching and learning.  It provides an 
internationally designed model for concurrency in learning and incorporates guidelines on student learning 
styles, teaching methodologies and assessment strategies. 

At the heart of the Primary Years Program's philosophy is a commitment to structured inquiry as an ideal 
vehicle for learning. Teachers and students are guided by a series of basic themes as they design curricular units 
for exploration and study:  

• Who we are  
• Where we are in place and time
• How we express ourselves
• How the world works  
• How we organize ourselves
• Sharing the planet

Together these questions elicit ideas of local and global signi�cance and reveal concerns that all people share, 
no matter what their background or where they live. The PYP curriculum framework incorporates �ve essential 
elements: concepts, skills, attitudes, actions and knowledge. The trans-disciplinary questions or themes form 
the context in which the curriculum operates. Students explore academic subjects through these themes and 
often in ways that transcend conventional disciplinary boundaries.

A TRANSDISCIPLINARY CURRICULUM
The PYP curriculum is transdisciplinary both in theory and in practice. The PYP describes the taught curriculum 
as the written curriculum in action.  Thus, the PYP strives for a balance between the search for understanding, 
the acquisition of essential knowledge and skills, the development of positive attitudes and the opportunity for 
positive action.  In terms of achieving this balance, the PYP emphasizes �ve components of the written curriculum.  
These are referred to as the essential elements of curriculum and are as follows: 

• CONCEPTS Powerful ideas which have relevance within and across the disciplines and which students must 
explore and re-explore in order to develop understanding

• KNOWLEDGE Signi�cant, relevant subject matter we wish the students to explore and know about
• SKILLS Those things the students need to be able to do to succeed in a changing, challenging world
• ATTITUDES Dispositions which are expressions of fundamental values, beliefs, and feelings about learning, 

the environment, and people
• ACTION Demonstrations of deeper learning in responsible behavior through positive action and service; 
   a manifestation in practice of the other essential elements
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THE PYP “ATTITUDES”
While recognizing the importance of Concepts, Knowledge, and Skills, the PYP believes these alone do not 
make an internationally-minded person.  It is vital that we also focus on the development of positive attitudes 
towards people, towards the environment, and towards learning. These attitudes are addressed consciously, 
professionally, and explicitly within the curriculum. We design activities which promote positive attitudes, and 
we consider attitudes when we are assessing children's learning and behavior.  

All Primary School classes develop “essential agreements” with the children to ensure that all children understand 
and agree to the type of behavior we expect from children in all aspects of school life.  
            
Children are expected to develop and display the following PYP Attitudes: Appreciation, Commitment, 
Con�dence, Cooperation, Creativity, Curiosity, Empathy, Enthusiasm, Independence, Integrity, Respect, and 
Tolerance.      

Understanding that the development of these positive attitudes is a developmental process, we ask that parents 
assist us by modelling and promoting these attitudes at home.  

3.2. EARLY YEARS CENTER

3.2.1.ORIENTATION
Orientation Day for new students does not include EY3&4.  Instead, EY3&4  will be given an appointment with 
their parents for the �rst week of school. They will start on half days in the second week of school. Parents of 
EY3/4 children will be given a letter fully explaining the orientation and the start of school.

3.2.2. HOURS
Early Years students will initially stay for half a day. After two or three weeks, we encourage full day attendance. 
Student schedules will be provided for the �rst few weeks.

3.2.3. PARENTS
All parents are welcome to visit the classroom, respecting that it is not practical for too many adults to be in the 
room at one time.  It is our objective to develop children's con�dence and self-management skills; sensitivity to 
this is important for all adults to keep in mind. 

Parents with children who have separation anxiety will be helped to develop a plan for easing their child into 
the routine with the teacher and the Primary Principal and the Primary Assistant Principals. It is our objective to 
make separation as natural and painless as possible. No parent will be forcibly separated from their child.   

3.2.4. CLOTHING
Please send in a bag of emergency clothing including: track suit bottoms, shirt, sweatshirt, socks, and 
underpants.  These should be suitable for all weather, and will need to be replaced as they are used.  

3.2.5. TOILETING
It is a requirement that all Early Years children are toilet trained before they come to school.  Understanding 
that 'accidents' will happen, we ask that all children have a spare set of clothing including underwear and socks 
at school. 

3.2.6.  WHAT SELF-MANAGEMENT SKILLS ARE EXPECTED OF YOUR EARLY YEARS CHILD
Your child should be able to:

• Dress and undress (outdoor clothes and shoes);
• Go to the toilet independently;
• Wash and dry hands independently; and
• Put away and retrieve belongings independently.

More information is available in the Early Years Handbook.
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3.3. GRADE 1-6 HOMEWORK GUIDELINES
Unless otherwise indicated, students are expected to be able to complete their assignments independently. 
Teachers will check planners daily to ensure that responses are made to parents' questions written in the 
planners. 

PURPOSE OF HOMEWORK
The overall purposes of homework are to help students develop responsibility and good study habits, to 
independently apply their skills and knowledge, and to become enthusiastic readers.

WHAT ARE THE EXPECTATIONS OF TEACHERS, STUDENTS AND PARENTS?
Teachers will:

• Clearly articulate instructions and explanations of the purpose of the task;
• Assign consistent amounts wherever possible;
• Provide fair and consistent follow up of problems (late or incomplete work); and
• Ensure that all written assignments are checked by the teacher.

Students need to:
• Do the homework consistently;
• Ensure that it is completed and on time;
• Understand the relevance of homework;
• Talk to the teacher if there are problems;
• Learn to manage their time e�ectively; and
• Understand the importance and the expectation of the assignment.

Parents need to:
• Support their child by providing a quiet space, materials, and a regular time for completing homework;
• Motivate their child in a positive way and show an interest in their work;
• Allow their child to complete the work independently;
• Encourage their child to seek help from the teacher when necessary;
• Communicate with the teacher if there are problems their child is unable to resolve without assistance; 

and
• Encourage their child to read every night.

Overview of Homework Times:
Grade Level    Minutes Per Day
First     10
Second     20
Third     30
Fourth     40
Fifth     45
Sixth     50
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3.4.  ASSESSMENT & REPORTING

3.4.1. ASSESSMENT
Assessment is the means by which we analyze student learning and the e�ectiveness of our teaching, and acts as 
a foundation from which to base our future planning and practice.  It is central to our goal of guiding the student, 
from novice to expert, through the learning process.

3.4.2. REPORTING TO PARENTS
Our reporting system re�ects the essential elements and beliefs of the International Baccalaureate Primary Years 
Program. School reports will inform you of your child's progress in acquiring and developing knowledge, concepts 
and skills. 
• Teachers report to parents through conferences and o�cial reports. Parents will receive an o�cial report twice 
a year. More information on conferences is detailed in the communication section 7.4.
• Students in grades 3-6 take NWEA MAP (Measures of Academic Progress) tests in Reading, Language usage and 
Mathematics. Results are used to inform classroom instruction and support program development.

4. BEHAVIORAL GUIDELINES
4.1.  STUDENT RIGHTS
In addition, with support of parents, faculty, administration and peers all IICS students have the opportunity to:

• Do their best;
• Acquire new skills and knowledge;
• Receive timely and relevant feedback on academic performance;
• Receive consistent and clear expectations;
• Have concerns heard and to be treated fairly;
• Further develop as critical and independent thinkers;
• Work e�ectively and cooperatively with peers, teaching, and support sta�;
• Maintain a balance between work and relaxation/recreation;
• Be supported in developing consistent and productive study habits; 
• Engage in co-curricular experiences;
• Take on leadership opportunities; and
• Have a quiet, well-lit study place in and out of school that is free from distractions. 

4.2. STUDENT LIFE & WELFARE

The school is concerned about the well-being of students in all aspects including academic, behavioral, 
emotional, and physical. The grade level teacher, the Primary Counselor, and the Primary Principal and Assistant 
Principal all play an active role in student welfare. The following items are important components:

• IICS has committed grade level teachers who closely look after the welfare of all their homeroom students;
• Regular meetings of all grade level teachers and subject teachers take place to discuss individual student 

concerns;
• Regular collaboration with parents to develop suitable ways to meet the needs of the student; and
• The Primary Counselor, learning support sta�, Principal and Vice Principal meet regularly to discuss 

student needs.

In situations where it is deemed to be in the best interest of the student, a referral to outside professionals will be 
made and communication among the family, the professionals, and the school will continue.
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Whilst our students are generally well behaved, children make mistakes and we endeavour to help them learn 
from these mistakes. Upon an initial incident occurring we will try to work with the child to prevent further 
episodes. If a second incident occurs, parents will be contacted for consultation, and at which time strategies will 
be formulated to prevent further incidents from arising. If a third incident takes place, the parents will be 
informed that the child must remain at home until an “action plan” is created by the school and the parents, to 
ensure the safety of other children. Keeping with our philosophy, children learn that there are natural 
consequences to their actions. We do not believe in punishing children. Our objective is to use the consequence 
in an immediate and non-judgmental manner, with the safety and welfare of all students in mind.

4.3. ATTENDANCE 
At IICS, students are expected to attend every day that school is in session.  Any absence that is not related to 
illness (or other excused absences as per that section in the handbook) will be considered as an unexcused 
absence.  Please do not schedule family holidays when school is in session.  Please try to schedule dental and 
doctor appointments after hours, when at all possible. 

When absent from school, students miss participating in discussions, working collaboratively in groups, asking 
and responding to questions, working with manipulative and other educational materials, interacting with the 
learning environment, exposure to the teachers' instruction, and social interaction with peers. Assignments 
completed outside of a classroom cannot fully take the place of actual classroom experiences. 

If a student has missed an excessive amount of school (10 days per semester), the Principal may request a 
meeting with the parents to discuss the e�ect of the absences on their child’s learning. It will include a review of 
whether the child is su�ciently prepared for promotion to the following grade level. 

In case of absence please make sure to email the classroom teacher and Ayla Gok (agok@iics.k12.tr).

4.3.1.  BULLYING
IICS, teachers and the primary Counselor work to help students develop lasting and healthy relationships. 
Bullying in not tolerated. Incidents of suspected bullying will be investigated and acted upon.

Bullying is a speci�c type of aggression in which:
 -the behavior in intended to harm or disturb 
 -the behavior occurs repeatedly over time 
 -an inbalance of power has been established

4.3.2. EXPLAINED ABSENCES
If a student must be away from school for unavoidable reasons, the class teacher should be noti�ed ahead in 
writing. 

If a student needs to leave early for any reason, he/she must bring a note from home, and give this to the class 
teacher. At Marmara the student will receive a pass from the receptionist to give the guards at the gate.

When a student returns after one or more days of absence, the parents need to communicate with the teacher 
explaining the reason for absence. 

4.3.3. UNEXPLAINED ABSENCES
IICS considers absences for any reason other than illness, religious observance, or emergency to be an unexplained 
absence.

4.4. DRESS CODE
Please send your children to school wearing practical, washable clothes that are simple to put on and remove.  

Indoor shoes are essential items and should be left at school.  They should be soft or rubber soled, have backs and 
cloth uppers and should be easy to slip on and take o�.  Please do not send in slippers as, in the event of an 
emergency drill, the children go outside wearing their indoor shoes.
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Please provide suitable outdoor shoes, rain boots or warm boots according to the weather as children will 
play outside unless it is raining heavily. Shoes worn to school and outdoors should be easy to remove and 
replace independently as the children go in and out of the classroom many times a day. If the weather is wet, 
we strongly recommend slip-on rubber boots.  Flip�ops should not be worn at school as they do not provide 
su�cient support and are unsafe.

All coats should have a hood for wet weather and a sturdy loop for hanging. 

Coats without a loop inevitably fall on the ground. Please check and sew in a loop if necessary. Please do not send 
in umbrellas.

NOTE: Please label all clothing, P.E. clothes, bags, boots, and shoes.  This helps us identify lost items.  Jewellery is 
not permitted at school. 

4.5. PHYSICAL EDUCATION (P.E.) CLOTHING
In the interest of comfort and safety, students must attend P.E. lessons in appropriate clothing and with footwear 
that is securely fastened and gives su�cient grip. Training shoes (sneakers) that are laced or Velcro-fastened are 
acceptable, but slip-ons or street shoes are NOT permitted. Students will not be allowed to participate in P.E. 
lessons without wearing a change of clothing. Students can bring their P.E. clothing to school on days they have 
P.E. class and change in the P.E. changing rooms. 
Students in grades 5 and 6 will need to purchase an IICS PE uniform at school.

4.6. HEALTH

4.6.1. HEALTH CARD, MEDICAL EXAMS, INJURIES
Upon admission or re-enrollment, every registered student is asked to submit a health record form.  

Students requiring �rst aid are treated by the nurse at Marmara or �rst-aid trained assistant at Hisar.  In the case of 
an apparently serious injury the person responsible is contacted immediately, and the Principal and the parents 
are noti�ed as soon as possible.

4.6.2. WHEN A STUDENT IS ILL
Please keep sick children at home, even if they want to come. It is better for them and only fair to the rest of the 
children at school. Also, if they are well enough to come to school, they are considered well enough to take part 
in outdoor activities. You should then send a letter upon the child's return.  

The school should be advised of an infectious disease by telephone.  In the case of such an infection a note may 
be sent home informing other parents of possible symptoms. 

If a child becomes ill at school, she/he will be taken to the school nurse (at Marmara) or to the o�ce (at Hisar) and 
the parents will be noti�ed and asked to collect their child.  Please be sure that the school has a number where 
you can be reached in case of emergency.

Please note that no medication can be administered by class teachers. Written consent from the parent for the 
School Nurse, First Aid Assistant, the Principal, or the Vice Principal is required to dispense medicine.

Should a child have an accident at school, the school nurse or teachers will administer �rst aid.  If the sta� in 
charge believe the child should be seen by a doctor, the school ambulance service will be called.    

Please ensure that the school is immediately noti�ed of changes in telephone numbers. Please make sure that 
the school has your mobile telephone number and a reliable emergency number of a responsible adult that you 
nominate to act on your behalf should we be unable to reach you.
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4.7.  SEARCH POLICY 
The search of a student's property in school or on school-sponsored activities, including but not limited to 
lockers, may be made at the discretion of the Head of School or his/her designate. Such a search may be 
conducted if a reasonable suspicion arises of suspected theft or if items considered illegal, dangerous, 
disruptive, or a general nuisance to the educational process are being kept at school or on a school-sponsored 
activity. In the case of suspected theft, the Leadrship Team must exhaust all reasonable measures to locate the 
item(s) in question prior to conducting a personal search.

Personal searches of a student may only be made in the presence of the Head of School or his/her designate 
and a teacher of the same gender as the student(s) being searched. Subsequent to the search, a written report 
will be made to the parents.

5. STUDENT LIFE 
5.1. CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES
Participation in co-curricular activities adds an extra dimension to the educational experience at IICS and we 
recognize that:

• All that is worth knowing cannot be taught or learned in the classroom environment;
• The school, particularly the international school, is second source to family as a student's main focus of 
   a�liation and signi�cant other persons; and,
• Co-curricular school activities provide an excellent opportunity to enhance academic performance and 

allow the student to develop a balanced lifestyle. IICS endeavors to provide a program of student 
   activities designed to develop self-directed, responsible social interaction in an atmosphere of mutual 

respect and cooperation, and to provide the opportunity for each student to develop interests, skills, and 
attitudes which contribute to the worthwhile use of leisure time.

IICS endeavors to provide a program of student activities designed to develop self-directed, responsible, 
and social individuals. The program provides the opportunity for each student to develop interests, skills 
and attitudes contributing to the physical and emotional development of the student. It is our goal for all 
co-curricular experiences to be positive and meaningful for students.

There is a wide variety of after-school activities o�ered ranging from creative and artistic pursuits to academic 
challenges and team sports. Some examples of these activities are: Knitting, Soccer,Swimming, Arts and Crafts, 
Karate, Cooking, and Tennis. Grade 6 students may join Middle School athletics and activity teams like Volleyball, 
Basketball, Softball, Football, Choir, etc. A late bus service is provided free of charge for students participating in 
after-school activities at Marmara. However, bus routes are limited.  At Hisar, parents will collect their children 
from the school at the end of activities.

5.2. FIELD TRIPS & CLASS STUDY TRIPS
As a part of their education, students will be taken to places of interest around the city, usually during a PYP 
Unit of Inquiry. These trips are not recreational; they are considered an important part of the curriculum. Written 
permission is required for your child to attend. Field trip transportation costs in Istanbul are included in the 
tuition fees.

5.3. OVERNIGHT CLASS TRIPS
Overnight Class Trips are planned for Grades 3-6. While most of these costs are covered by tuition, some trips may 
need the cost to be supplemented by the parents.

5.4. INSURANCE
In line with the provisions of the IICS Primary Student Handbook, Primary School students are required to attend 
all class trips and overnight class trips organized by the school. The school does not provide insurance for those 
trips. However, the parents who wish to insure their children for the course of these trips are free to do so on their 
own. 
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5.5. ASSEMBLIES
Students take part in regular assemblies in order to share and celebrate their learning as well as develop public 
speaking and performance skills.  Parents are welcome to attend.  They are held every two weeks at both 
campuses. A schedule of assembly dates and grades participating is published at the beginning of the year.
 
5.6. STUDENT COUNCIL
Students are o�ered the opportunity to participate in self-government, decision-making, and project-planning 
through the Student Council.  The Student Council meets once every week during lunchtime to discuss issues, 
concerns, and requests from the student body and relay this information to the proper administrator for action. 
They also co-ordinate school-wide events and class or club fund-raising activities and organize annual events.

5.7. IICS STUDENTS ONLINE
Learning is highly personal; it is also both collaborative and social. Students learn best when they are actively 
engaged in learning that is personally relevant, authentic, and purposeful. Their learning also bene�ts 
signi�cantly from regular, constructive feedback from teachers, their peers, as well as family members. For all 
of these reasons and more, IICS has embraced the use of the Internet to inspire deeper student learning. 

IICS students create and share their learning in many ways, including online learning environments. Primary and 
Secondary students post their work online as a way of extending their learning community and so that they can 
receive constructive and purposeful feedback from teachers, their peer group, and family members.

When posting online our Primary students follow strict guidelines provided by Common Sense Media for the 
posting online:

• Never share their names, schools, ages, phone numbers, or addresses;
• Never send pictures to strangers;
• Keep passwords private (except to parents);
• Never open email from strangers – it may contain viruses that can harm a computer; and
• Immediately tell an adult if something mean or creepy happens.

In addition to the above guideline:
• Early Years 3 to Grade 3 students are restricted from posting anything online without the direct supervision 

of a teacher, parent, or trusted adult;
• Grade 4 to 6 students are expected to adhere to the Primary guidelines;
• All IICS Primary students participate in annual online safety and awareness sessions that are continuously 

reinforced by their teachers throughout the year;
• All Secondary students are expected to understand the basic rules for online safety and adhere to them as 

appropriate. Secondary school students will participate in online safety and awareness sessions annually. 

5.7.1. ACCEPTABLE USE POLICY & RESPONSIBLE USE AGREEMENT
IICS has an Acceptable Use Policy that outlines the expect behaviors and use of technology both on and o� 
campus. All IICS students are expected to read and adhere to the terms of the policy. Failure to honor the 
policy may result in restricted or complete loss of access to technology and the school’s networks. More 
severe infractions may result in suspension, expulsion, and/or noti�cation to the appropriate legal authorities. 
The school may also remove any software from a student’s computer that is causing harm to our network or 
devices. 

All students in Grades 6-12 are required to sign the Responsible Use Agreement. This agreement outlines the 
expected and reasonable behaviors associated with technology use by IICS students.

Both the Acceptable Use Policy and the Responsible Use Agreement are to be reviewed regularly and the 
Responsible Use Agreement signed annually by Grades 6 to 12 students. Copies of both documents can be 
found on the school website.
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Students in Early Years 3 to Grade 5 classes will be guided by their Homeroom teachers as they work with peers 
to create classroom and age appropriate Essential Agreements for Technology Use. 

5.7.2. WEBMAIL
Students in grades 4 to 12 have been assigned a school email account. Email communications between IICS 
faculty and students is via their student email addresses.

5.7.3. CALENDARS
IICS has adopted online, shared calendars for the scheduling and communication of community and school. The 
IICS Community Calendar can be found on the school website. Teachers and students can access the Primary and 
Secondary calendars. 

5.7.4. ACCESSING STUDENT GRADES ONLINE
Parents of Primary student will access progress reports through ManageBac (iics.managebac.com)

5.7.5. MACBOOKS, iPADS, & INFRASTRUCTURE
Students in Grades 6 to 12 use MacBooks. Early Years through Grade 3 students share school provided iPads 
and Grades 2 to 5 students share MacBooks. All IICS teachers use MacBook Pros for professional use. 

IICS has an extensive network with information and computing resources for sta� and student use. A typical 
classroom will consist of an interactive whiteboard, Apple TV, computer, projector, and speakers. Wireless 
Internet access exists throughout the school. To support our inquiry and research programmes, teachers and 
students have access to class sets of video and still cameras. 

5.7.6. IICS SOCIAL NETWORK  GUIDELINES
At Istanbul International Community School, we recognize that social media sites like Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram have become important and in�uential communication channels for our community. To assist in 
posting content and managing these sites, IICS has developed policies and guidelines for o�cial and personal 
use of social media. These guidelines apply to IICS students, faculty and sta�, and can be used in connection 
with social media accounts associated with other international schools, and programs.

When used e�ectively, social networking is useful to:
• engage in conversation with our community;
• build and maintain strong relationships with our online community;
• reach followers with last minute news and alerts;
• share appropriate photos, videos, news, links, and notes with ease;
• create groups for interest and education;
• teach others about privacy settings, online safety, harassment, and bullying;
• enable students to follow and contribute to discussions;
• facilitate local and global collaboration between students and teachers; and
• inform groups of calendar events. 

Best Practices
These rules may be helpful for anyone posting on social media in any capacity.

5.7.7. Seesaw: Primary Communication Platform
Seesaw is a digital portfolio, a new way of sharing what your child is learning at school. Seesaw gives children 
and teachers, a place to document and share their learning. Seesaw gives students a creative tools to capture 
and re�ect on their learning – in real time. This gives parents a window into each of our classrooms and into 
their student’s learning process. Each child gets their own journal, and with teacher guidance, can add photos, 
videos, drawings, voice recordings, notes and much more.  Parents get to see snapshots of their child’s learning 
at school and it gives them a way to encourage their child with speci�c and positive comments.

page 12 of 21
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• Think Twice Before Posting
Consider what could happen if a post becomes widely known and how that may re�ect both on the person 
posting and the school. Search engines can turn up posts years after they are created, and comments can be 
forwarded or copied. If you wouldn’t say it at a conference or to a member of the media, consider whether 
you should post it online.

• Be Respectful
Understand that content contributed to a social media site could encourage comments or discussion of 
opposing ideas. Responses should be considered carefully in light of how they would re�ect on the person 
posting and/or her/his family.

• Remember Your Audience
Be aware that a presence in the social media world is or easily can be made available to the public at large. This 
includes prospective students, employers, current students, and peers. Consider this before publishing to ensure 
the post will not alienate, harm, or provoke any of these groups.

• IICS Rules & Responsibilities
• Do not publish any con�dential or proprietary information on social sites.
• Do not post media (images, videos, audio, etc) of other IICS students, teachers, and other community 
  members without their approval.
• Contribute to the knowledge pool. Whenever possible, post content that adds value to your social friends and 
followers.
• You are personally responsible for the content you post. Remember that what you post often can be viewed 
by both personal and professional contacts. Post responsibly, and protect your privacy.
• Assume that your student life and professional life will merge online regardless of your care in separating them.

5.8 LIBRARY USE & REGULATIONS  The library is a quiet place for the school community to read, 
study or do research.  The library is open from 8:30 until 15:00 daily. The Librarian is available by arrangement for 
special research projects outside these hours. So that everyone can take maximum advantage of this vital school 
facility and resource, the following rules apply:

• Quiet should be maintained at all times;
• All library resources on loan must be checked out at the Librarian's desk;
• Reference and/or reserved materials may only be checked out at the end of the school  day and must be 

returned by 10:30 the following day;
• Willfully taking library resources from the library without checking them out is regarded as stealing;
• Students with overdue library resources are sent reminders through their homeroom teachers; and
• Students having overdue library resources at the end of any term will not receive their report card.

5.9. LIBRARY RESOURCES 
Our IICS library is the inquiry lab for the entire school and has recently been expanded to nearly double its 
previous size. It is our goal to promote information literacy skills for class, small group and individual research. 
Promoting recreational reading is another equally important goal.  The library has a growing collection of print 
and electronic resources. The collection has more than 20,000 catalogued volumes, and subscriptions to many 
magazines and newspapers. There is also a small collection of materials in French, Turkish and other languages. 
Our library has internet connectivity and access to online databases.  Please see the Librarian for access codes 
to these databases. Our goal is to allow access from both school and home. Please check the Library Blog for 
up-to-date library information and links: iics.follettdestiny.com

5.10. FUNDRAISING
Student fund-raising activities on campus, or o� campus on behalf of the school, must be approved by the 
Principal. Solicitation of funds, services, or sponsorship from outside companies and organizations must be 
coordinated through the Head of School. 
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5.11. FOOD SERVICES
Hot lunches are prepared daily on site by outside caterers and delivered to Hisar. Students eat in their classrooms 
at Hisar and in the cafeteria at Marmara. Hot lunches are included in tuition fees, as is a morning snack. However, 
students may bring a snack from home but it must be healthy (not candy, chocolate, cola, chips/crisps, or the like). 
We recommend water as being the best drink for children at school. Please send a labelled water bottle that can 
be re�lled at school or home as necessary.  The menu is available on the Community Portal for IICS families.

6. GENERAL GUIDELINES
6.1. WHAT YOUR CHILD NEEDS TO BRING TO SCHOOL
Your child needs a soft-sided backpack with a sturdy loop for hanging.  No other variation will be accepted as they 
block the hallways and are a �re hazard if they do not hang from the pegs.

All coats and jackets must also have a loop for hanging for the same reason of safety.  Please label all items with 
your child’s name. A list of stationery requirements is provided by the school. 

6.2. MONEY
No money should be brought to school unless requested.  Should this be the case, money should be in a clearly 
labelled, sealed envelope. 

6.3. MOBILE PHONES
Whilst the school recognises that it is valuable for students to have mobile phones at school to ease 
communication with parents particularly on the bus at the end of the day, all students are asked to adhere to the 
following guidelines:
• The care of the mobile phone is the responsibility of the student;
• Mobile phones are only to be used if necessary; and
• Any improper use of phones will result in them being con�scated and parents contacted.

6.4. TOYS
Parents are requested to make sure that children do not bring toys to school for the following reasons:  
• They could get lost or damaged;
• All children at school should have equal opportunities to play with whatever is available (by sharing they learn 
  valuable social skills); and
• They should be using the equipment and materials that have been carefully chosen at school.

Children may use listening equipment and computer games on the school buses, but may not use them during 
school hours.  Children are responsible for storing these items and taking responsibility for loss or damage to 
these items.

6.5. BIRTHDAYS
It is customary to mark a child's birthday by a simple snack time treat that a child can share with the class.  The 
treat should be such that a child can distribute it independently.  
         
Invitations to parties can be passed out in class if they include either all the children of the class, or all the children 
of the same gender.  Other invitations to select groups should be arranged outside of class to avoid hurt feelings. 

6.6. CELEBRATIONS
As an international school we are very committed to internationalism as de�ned in our school philosophy and in 
the philosophy of the International Baccalaureate. The Primary Years Program de�nes curriculum as everything 
that happens to a child at school. We have taken that to heart and have spent a great deal of time examining 
and re�ning all of our practices so that they truly are in line with our philosophy. The teachers are incredibly 
committed to developing children with the qualities in the student pro�le which exempli�es a globally-minded 
citizen. Everything we do in school has this in mind.
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We learn about other cultures by looking at commonalities as well as di�erences; we learn about what and why 
people celebrate rather than follow speci�c country or area holiday traditions. We are looking at shared human 
experiences within a meaningful context. Everything we spend time on at school has a purpose and a signi�cance.   

While we know many parents are accustomed to schools that celebrate western holidays, we kindly ask that you 
cooperate with us to do what we believe is appropriate. We need to identify that an activity is signi�cant and 
relevant to all children and is in line with our philosophy before we can consider it worth spending time on. In 
addition, we have to consider equity for all children.      

In keeping with the school's and the IB philosophy we ask that you try to understand and embrace the following:
• That celebrations should be accessible to all children and should have some greater signi�cance. For 

example, we can celebrate Thanksgiving by looking at how harvests are celebrated throughout the world, 
and celebrations of giving thanks;

• That we can celebrate birthdays by having a simple treat at snack time and talk about the signi�cance of 
birthdays, rather than have an extended party which is more appropriate to the home setting;

• That we can look at the New Year as a time of re�ection upon the past and hope for the future and to 
consider those less fortunate than ourselves, rather than a time which encourages commercialism;

• That we can celebrate our international culture by sharing aspects of the cultures of our home or host 
countries, rather than just wearing international costumes and eating international food. 

 
We do understand and respect that each culture has its particular celebrations and we do not want to discourage 
these.  We are happy to make the school available for parents to arrange parties after school hours as long as all 
children and parents have the option to attend.  The only guidelines we wish to impose are that these celebrations 
do not interfere in any way with the school day.  We appreciate parents' enthusiasm and interest in the school 
community and look forward to working together towards the common goal that is internationalism. 

7. PARENT/SCHOOL COMMUNICATION
Recognizing the importance of working together, teachers are encouraged to maintain contact with their parents, 
and parents are encouraged to contact their child's teacher when they feel the need. It is in the best interest of 
the children if this communication is frequent and forthright.  Children bene�t most when there is a positive and 
collaborative relationship between home and school.  

7.1. PHONE, EMAIL & ADDRESS CHANGES 
Please make sure to inform the admissions department (admissions@iics.k12.tr) and the teacher of any contact 
information change!

7.2. PARENT VOLUNTEERS
We are always interested in having parents volunteer at school. We are also interested in hearing of any talents 
parents may have to o�er. Please contact your student’s teacher in this regard. 

• Room Parent Responsibilities:
• Room Parents ful�ll an important role in helping the teacher work together with class parents over the year. 

Room Parents assist the teacher and the PTA with communication and the building of a strong community.
• Room Parents are volunteers at the beginning of the school year.

Each class in both Primary and Secondary will have at least one Room Parent. Room Parents may be asked to assist 
in coordinating things like helping with:

• Emergency telephone calls
• Welcoming newcomers
• Supporting class trips
• Arranging classroom parties/activities
• Supporting Teacher treat day 
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• Spporting Primary School bake sale
• Communicating between PTA and parents
• Sharing local information about Istanbul

Please talk to your child's teacher rather than other parents (including the Room Coordinators) if you have any 
questions about your children or their education.  

7.3. PARENT TEACHER COMMUNICATION
If parents have a concern or wish to discuss an issue with a teacher, we encourage the following: 

• If an issue or concern is related to a student's homeroom or subject teacher, please contact the teacher via 
email or call the school o�ce to make an appointment to speak or meet with the teacher.

• If you feel the initial communication is not su�cient,  or that the issue has not been su�ciently addressed, 
then make an appointment to meet with the Primary Principal.

7.4. PARENT CONFERENCES
Parent conference days are scheduled at various times during the year.  Additionally, individual parent 
conferences may be scheduled at any time during the year at the instigation of either the parent, the teacher(s), 
or the Leadership Team.  

Conference days will be either a parent teacher conference, a three-way conference between the student, 
teacher and parent or a student-led conference.  

7.5. STUDENT-LED CONFERENCES
At all grade levels, there is a student involved or student led conference during which your child will share work 
from their learning with you, re�ect on their progress, outline their goals for future learning or generally 
participate in the discussion. Student-led conferences serve several purposes. We believe that the students know 
about their learning better than anyone else. During the year we help the children self-evaluate, re�ect, set goals, 
and monitor their own learning.  

This is an important opportunity for them to demonstrate these skills in a supportive environment.  We also feel 
it is valuable for you to have time to sit quietly with your child and the teacher reviewing what your child is proud 
of or is continuing to �nd a challenge. We believe that this form of conference improves home-school 
communication and helps children take responsibility for what they are doing. There will be suggestions from 
the teachers for helping the conference time go smoothly and you will be given a chance to evaluate the 
conference. 

7.6. INFORMATION SESSIONS
At IICS, it is our belief that educating the whole child entails frequent and honest communication between school 
and the home. We understand that parents come from a variety of backgrounds with diverse school experiences. 
IICS runs an IB curriculum, and everything we do is in keeping with the IB philosophy. This might be quite 
di�erent from what parents have experienced; hence at IICS we realize the importance of parent education. 
Parents who believe in and support the program and philosophy at IICS maximize the bene�ts of their children's 
learning experiences.

There will be parent information sessions and workshops during the year, and we strongly recommend that you 
attend as often as possible. 

7.7. CLASSROOM VISITS
Teachers welcome visits from parents to their child's classroom and encourage parents to share their special 
talents.  To avoid distractions or interruptions, please contact the teacher �rst to set up a time.   
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7.8. SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS
The school has a number of communication outlets, allowing parents the opportunity to opt in to the channels 
that are of most interest to them:

IICS Website
The school’s website is a primary source of information for families and faculty considering IICS. www.iics.k12.tr

Friday Flash
Weekly bullet list summary of essential upcoming events dates with links to info. Sent out every Friday. We look 
forward to read every issue!

Community Portal  
A password-protected portal only for the community where you can �nd updates and information about Parent 
teacher association (PTA), Calendar & Online Tools, Athletics & Activities, Food & Transportation, and messages 
from the Board.  https://communityportal.iics.k12.tr/

ManageBac
Academic Portal used by Secondary students and Secondary families for assignments, assessment reports, 
peer reviews, etc. Primary families will be able to access student reports via ManageBac.
iics.managebac.com

Primary School Communication Platform: Seesaw
Seesaw gives parents a window into each of our classrooms and into their student’s learning process, in a 
real-time and mobile friendly platform. Contact your class teacher to set up Seesaw on your phone or 
computer. https://web.seesaw.me/

IICS Twitter
Typically on-the-spot reporting during events happening at school or o campus school events. @IICS1911

IICS Instagram (Whole School)
Moments captured in the everyday life at IICS. Contributed to by sta� & students. @iics.k12 

IICS Facebook Group 
We post updates, articles of interest, photos from past events and activities, and encourage conversation 
among the community. Parents are welcomed to join the conversation and share/discuss news, give links to 
items of interest, etc.  Istanbul International Community School / @IICS1911

IICS Alumni network
We are reaching out to our alumni (former students and graduates) and previous faculty members to encour-
age them to join our new growing network. https://iicsalumni.net

IICS Publications: Policies & Handbooks
We publish updated versions of Primary and Secondary Parent Handbooks, PYP, MYP and DP Curriculum 
Guides, IICS Policies, IICS Whole School Brochure, and many others. Visit our library below to view or download 
any of our support publications. https://www.iics.k12.tr/resources/
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7.9. E-MAIL TO PARENTS
Email is used to send notices to parents who have provided an address. Several email addresses are available 
for parents to contact the school.

7.10.   SMS MESSAGE
The school employs a mobile phone messaging system that it uses to send out messages which need to get 
through as quickly as possible. It is also a backup measure for Seesaw. To ensure you benefit from this 
information distribution system, please make sure your contact details are updated if there are any changes. 
If there any changes please inform Suzy Gurkan. sgurkan@iics.k12.tr

7.11. PARENTS OUT OF THE COUNTRY
In the case of both parents traveling outside the country, parents are required to notify the homeroom teacher, 
in writing, of the name and contact details of the adult guardians authorized to make emergency decisions in 
the parents' absence. It is in the best interest of our students for the school to be advised about parental 
absences.

7. ADMISSIONS POLICY and enrolment policy
8.1.  ADMISSIONS CRITERIA
IICS welcomes students from diverse school backgrounds and with a range of academic abilities. The school 
employs a learning specialist and can allow for some students with limited special needs. However, the school 
reserves the right to refuse admission to students whose educational or physical needs cannot be well served 
by the school, or to those with references indicating that their enrollment may be detrimental to the school.

8.2.  COMPLETED APPLICATION & WAITING LIST
Students who have met the admission requirements are enrolled (or placed on the waiting list) in the order of 
the calendar date on which they complete the application process. A completed application includes the 
application forms, previous school records, letters of recommendation, copy of the student's foreign passport, 2 
photos, a vaccination record, an interview if requested by the Leadership Team, and proof of payment of the 
application fee. Secondary students may be tested for English proficiency. Records in languages other than 
English should be accompanied by notarized translations. Applications may not be considered unless all 
documents are completed and submitted as requested. 

8.3.  TUITION AND SCHOOL FEES
School fees are set annually by the Board of Directors and are normally due and payable in 2 paymens in 
April and August. Fees include the costs of textbooks, hot lunch, yearbooks, and in-country field trips, but 
do not include class study trips, or out-of-country excursions; nor do they include supplies such as MacBooks, 
IB and AP examination fees, or bus fees. 

8.4.  INITIAL GRADE LEVEL PLACEMENT
The school reserves the right to place students at the most appropriate grade level.  This decision is based upon 
careful consideration of the student's age, previous educational history and records and references.

8.5.  EAL & SPECIAL NEEDS
The school has established an EAL (English as a Additional Language) program in grades 1-10, which is aimed 
at improving the quality of education for students with limited English proficiency. Students will attend until 
their English is firmly established. 

The Primary School offers limited Special Needs support to its students.
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8.6.  RE-ENROLLMENT
Re-enrollment contracts are issued in January and �nalized in March via a non-refundable deposit. Unless parents 
hear otherwise, they may assume that their child will be enrolled the following school year. The school reserves 
the right, however, to deny re-enrollment to a student whose behavior disturbs the learning environment and/or 
threatens the safety and well-being of other students, or to a student whose continued lack of e�ort results in 
unsatisfactory academic progress, or to a student whose educational or physical needs can no longer be well 
served by the school.

8.7.  WITHDRAWAL PROCEDURES
Students who intend to leave IICS, either during the school year or at the end of the school year, must inform 
the Director of Admissions in writing (via email is su�cient). Departing students should obtain and complete 
the Withdrawal Form from the Director of Admissions several days before their departure. The Withdrawal Form 
ensures that all classroom textbooks and materials and all library books have been returned in good condition. 
School transcripts will only be available after the withdrawal form has been completed. 

All the withdrawal procedures will be co-ordinated by the Director of Admissions (admissions@iics.k12.tr)  
or 0212 857 8264 ext 215. Please do not contact the classroom teacher directly for documents or letters of 
recommendation.

8.8.  TRANSFER TO ANOTHER SCHOOL
The Director of Admissions is responsible for ensuring that all appropriate records and recommendations reach 
other schools to which an IICS student is applying/transferring. Parents requiring references or documentation 
for a new school must send their request by e-mail to the Director of Admissions or the Primary Vice Principal at 
Hisar. 

8.9. REFUNDS 
Except as stated below, no portion of school fees paid or outstanding will be refunded or cancelled not 
withstanding late entrance, absence, withdrawal or dismissal of the student:

Those notifying the school from the start of the year to December 30th and leaving by December 30th will be 
refunded 50% of the tuition fee. Noti�cation to IICS by December 1st and leaving after the 1st day of school in 
January but before March 15th will be refunded 25% of the tuition fee. There will be no refund for families who 
have not noti�ed that they are leaving between January and March.
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HISAR CAMPUS
Nafibaba Sokak No: 6, Rumeli Hisarı
Istanbul, Turkey 34470
Tel: +90 212 287 27 70

MARMARA CAMPUS
Karaağaç Köyü Mah. Kahraman Cad. 27/1

Büyükçekmece, Istanbul, Turkey 34500
Tel: +90 212 857 82 64

IICS is the only Early Years 3 through Grade 12 international school in Istanbul fully authorized
and globally accredited by the IB, CIS and NEASC. IICS is a full member of ECIS and CEESA.


